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Pattern formation arising from interactions between Turing
and wave instabilities

Lingfa Yang, Milos Dolnik,a) Anatol M. Zhabotinsky, and Irving R. Epstein
Department of Chemistry and Center for Complex Systems, MS 015, Brandeis University, Waltham,
Massachusetts 02454-9110

~Received 24 May 2002; accepted 24 July 2002!

We study pattern formation arising from the interaction of the stationary Turing and wave
~oscillatory Turing! instabilities. Interaction and competition between these symmetry-breaking
modes lead to the emergence of a large variety of spatiotemporal patterns, including modulated
Turing structures, modulated standing waves, and combinations of Turing structures and spiral
waves. Spatial resonances are obtained near codimension-two Turing-wave bifurcations. Far from
bifurcation lines, we obtain inwardly propagating spiral waves with Turing spots at their tips. We
demonstrate that the coexistence of Turing spots and traveling waves is a result of interaction
between Turing and oscillatory modes, while the inwardly propagating waves~antispirals! do not
require this interaction; they can arise from the wave instability combined with a negative group
velocity. © 2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1507110#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Studies of hydrodynamics, nonlinear optics, a
reaction-diffusion systems have led to the characterizatio
three basic types of symmetry-breaking bifurcations resp
sible for the emergence of spatiotemporal patterns.1 The clas-
sification of these bifurcations is based on linear stabi
analysis of a homogeneous state; the corresponding pat
are described in terms of a characteristic wave numbek0

and a characteristic frequencyv0 . The space-independen
Hopf bifurcation breaks the temporal symmetry of a syst
and gives rise to oscillations that are uniform in space
periodic in time. The~stationary! Turing bifurcation breaks
spatial symmetry, leading to the formation of patterns t
are stationary in time and oscillatory in space. The wa
~oscillatory Turing or finite-wavelength Hopf! bifurcation
breaks both spatial and temporal symmetries, generating
terns that are oscillatory in space and time.

In reaction-diffusion systems, most studies have b
devoted to traveling waves, which emerge in excitable s
tems near a Hopf bifurcation,2–4 and to Turing structures
arising from the Turing instability.4–6 More recently, atten-
tion has turned toward patterns arising from the wa
instability.7–10 Although the individual bifurcations and th
patterns emerging from them are well characterized, th
have been fewer studies of the dynamics when symme
breaking instabilities interact. Pattern formation arising fro
interaction between Hopf and Turing modes, and their s
harmonics near the codimension-two Hopf–Turing bifurc
tion point, have been analyzed in detail.11–13We have studied
pattern formation near the Hopf and wave bifurcations a
have observed a large variety of simple and complex tra
ing and standing wave patterns.9,10 The interaction between
the Turing and wave modes has not previously been stud
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The wave instability plays an important role in pattern fo
mation in many systems, such as binary fluid convection14

nematic liquid crystals,1 and heterogeneous chemical,15–18

and electrochemical systems.19–21

Standing waves have been found in an electrochem
system, in which mathematical modeling predicts Turi
structures.19,20 Recently, Turing structures and standin
waves have been observed in the Belousov–Zhabotin
~BZ! reaction in an Aerosol OT~AOT! microemulsion22 un-
der different conditions. Thus, one may expect that there
systems that possess a range of parameters where the T
and wave instabilities interact. In this work we study t
patterns that arise as a result of this interaction.

II. MODEL AND NUMERICAL METHODS

To study interactions between Turing and wave mod
we start from a reaction-diffusion model capable of gene
ing Turing structures~a two-variable activator–inhibitor
model for simplicity!, and augment it with an additional re
action, in which the activator speciesX is reversibly trans-
formed into an unreactive, rapidly diffusing speciesZ. Such
a reaction has recently been suggested to explain patt
and waves observed in the BZ-AOT22 system. Our equations
take the form

]x

]t
5Dx ¹2x1 f ~x,y!2cx1dz, ~1!

]y

]t
5Dy ¹2y1g~x,y!, ~2!

]z

]t
5Dz ¹2z1cx2dz, ~3!

wherex, y, andz are dimensionless variables that correspo
to the concentrations of the activatorX, inhibitor Y, and un-
reactive speciesZ, respectively.Dx , Dy , Dz are their respec-
il:
9 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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tive diffusion coefficients. The functionsf andg are chemical
kinetic terms, derived from a reaction scheme. In this pa
we select a simple abstract chemical scheme, the Brusse
model,23 and a simplified model of a specific reaction, t
two-variable Oregonator model.24,25 The parametersc and
d are rescaled rate constants for the reversible reac
in which the activator,X, is converted to an unreactiv
species,Z.

This additional reversible reaction is responsible for
emergence of the wave instability, which requires at le
three variables.5 The Turing instability can occur only if the
autocatalytic species~activator! diffuses more slowly than
the inhibitor. For the wave instability to arise in our mod
the unreactive species must diffuse even faster than the
hibitor. Therefore, the diffusion coefficients are selected
our numerical investigations of Eqs.~1!–~3!, so that Dx

,Dy,Dz .
The reaction-diffusion equations were solved nume

cally in one and two spatial dimensions using a fini
difference approximation for the spatial derivatives and
explicit Euler method for the time integration. Neuma
~zero-flux! boundary conditions were employed in most
the calculations. The first variable is displayed in space–t
plots, and its value is quantified by gray levels; white cor
sponds to the maximum value and black to the minimu
Unless stated otherwise, random initial conditions were us

III. EXTENDED BRUSSELATOR MODEL

For the Brusselator model,23 the kinetic terms in~1!–~2!
are

f ~x,y!5a2~11b!u1u2v, ~4!

g~x,y!5bu2u2v, ~5!

where parametersa, b, c, andd are rescaled kinetic param
eters. The steady state of the model~1!–~3! is (xss,yss,zss)
5(a,b/a,ac/d). Linear stability analysis yields the bifurca
tion diagram shown in Fig. 1. The Hopf bifurcation lin
@Im~l!Þ0, Re~l!50 at k50], the wave bifurcation line
@Im~l!Þ0, Re~l!50 at k5kwÞ0], and the Turing bifurca-
tion line @Im~l!50, Re~l!50 at k5kTÞ0] intersect at two
codimension-two bifurcation points, the Turing–Hopf bifu
cation point and the Turing-wave bifurcation point@Fig.
1~a!#. The bifurcation lines separate the parametric space
six distinct domains. In domain I, located below all thr
bifurcation lines, the steady state is the only stable solu
of the system. Domains II and III are regions of pure wa
and pure Turing instabilities, respectively. In domain IV, bo
wave and Turing instabilities occur, and in domain V, t
wave and Hopf modes arise. When the parameters co
spond to domain VI, which is located above all three bif
cation lines, all three instabilities occur. Figure 1~b! shows a
series of dispersion relations with two peaks~wave and Tur-
ing! in the most positive~least negative! real part of the
eigenvalue.

One-dimensional numerical solutions with zero-fl
boundary conditions reveal that Turing structures are sta
in the pure Turing instability domain III as well as in region
of domains IV and VI far from the codimension-two point
Downloaded 02 Oct 2002 to 129.64.99.133. Redistribution subject to A
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However, if the parameters are selected close to the w
instability line or to the codimension-two point, the pure s
tionary Turing structures become modulated with a wa
length several times longer than that of the Turing structu
This behavior indicates that nonlinear effects arising fro
the interaction between the Turing and wave modes cause
pure Turing mode to lose its stability before the wave bifu
cation occurs. Figure 2 shows an example of how modula
Turing structures develop from a standing wave patte
First, the initial unstable standing wave gives way to an
most uniform steady state@Fig. 2~a!#, which is gradually con-
verted into a Turing pattern@Fig. 2~b!#. This pattern remains
almost unchanged for a significant period of time@Fig. 2~c!#,
after which modulation, first by standing and then by trav
ing waves, becomes apparent@Fig. 2~d!#. The final stable
state of modulated Turing structures is shown in Fig. 2~e!.
The wavelength of the traveling waves that modulate
Turing structure is identical to the wavelength of the init
standing waves. Turing structures modulated by travel
waves are also typical solutions of our one-dimensional s
tem in domain IV near the codimension-two point.

FIG. 1. Bifurcation diagram for the extended Brusselator model.~a! Three
bifurcation lines separate the parameter space into six domains with di
sion relations shown in~b!. Parameters: (Du ,Dv ,Dw)5(0.01,0.1,1),c5d
51, (a,b)5(1.04,2.90) ~I!; ~0.96,2.85! ~II !; ~1.08,3.10! ~III !; ~1.03,3.05!
~IV !; ~0.94,2.85! ~V!; and ~1.00,3.05! ~VI !. Solid line: real part of the most
positive eigenvalue; dashed line: imaginary part of complex pair of eig
values.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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7261J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 15, 15 October 2002 Interaction between Turing and wave instabilities
Standing waves, arising from the wave instability, hav
characteristic wavelengthlw . When this wavelength
matches the length of the systemL, i.e., whenL'n(lw/2),
wheren is a positive integer, the standing waves are stabl
the pure wave instability domain II. Otherwise, a mixed p
tern of standing~near the boundary! and traveling~in the
bulk! waves arises.

The presence of the Turing mode and its interaction w
the wave mode may result in modulation of the stand
waves. As can be seen from the dispersion curves, patt
arising from the Turing and wave instabilities have qu
different wavelengths. The wavelength of pure stand
waves,lw , is significantly longer than that of Turing struc
tures,lT . When the ratiolw /lT is close to an integer, the
two emerging instabilities interact to produce patterns w
characteristics resembling those of both Turing structu
and standing waves. These patterns consist of regions s
rated by nodes at which the concentration is constant. Wi
each region, the concentration oscillates in time, but unlik
pure standing wave, where between each pair of nodes t
is a single antinode with a maximum amplitude of local o

FIG. 2. Evolution of modulated Turing structures in the extended Bruss
tor model from initial pattern of pure standing waves in a one-dimensio
system with periodic boundary conditions. Parameters: (a,b)
5(1.08,3.10), system lengthL520. Values ofx are quantified with gray
levels; white corresponds to maximum and black to minimum.~a!–~c! Con-
secutive space–time plots of transient patterns;~d! space–time plot from
700 to 880 time units.~e! Stable pattern of modulated Turing structure
Vertical axis displays the value ofx.
Downloaded 02 Oct 2002 to 129.64.99.133. Redistribution subject to A
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cillation, these modulated standing waves display several
tinodes in each region. The separation between node
equal tolw/2, while the spacing between antinodes islT .
Figures 3~a! and 3~b! show two examples of modulate
standing waves. The system lengthL can fit 2 standing
waves and 16 Turing wavelengths. The difference in app
ance results from a phase shift between the standing w
and Turing modes. In Fig. 3~a! the standing wave nodes co
incide with the minima of the shorter-wavelength Turin
structures, while in the latter case these nodes occur at

a-
l

FIG. 3. Stable modulated standing waves and localized patterns in a
dimensional Brusselator system with zero-flux boundary conditions and
dom initial conditions. Top panels show space–time plots; bottom pa
show overlays of consecutive profiles for one full period of local oscillatio
~a!, ~b! Modulated standing waves, (a,b)5(1.03,3.05),L515.3.~c! Local-
ized Turing structures surrounded by traveling waves, (a,b)5(0.92,3.20),
L560.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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7262 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 15, 15 October 2002 Yang et al.
Turing structures’ maxima. In the former case, the modu
tion is relatively weak@Fig. 3~a!#, while coincidence of the
maxima of one mode with the minima of the other leads
much more pronounced modulation of the standing wa
@Fig. 3~b!#. We have also obtained patterns that are comb
tions of those shown in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!.

For parameters well above the bifurcation lines in d
main IV or VI, the dispersion curve contains two broad po
tive maxima. One-dimensional calculations reveal that
combination of Turing and wave instabilities can produ
pinning of Turing structures combined with traveling wav
@Fig. 3~c!#. These localized Turing structures, surrounded
domains of traveling waves, are analogous to patterns fo
in the vicinity of a codimension-two Hopf–Turing point.11–13

The localized Turing-like structures display small oscillato
variations in time and become sources of traveling wav
which move in opposite directions, then collide and disa
pear at fixed ‘‘sink’’ locations.

In a short system (L<lw), the mixed-mode pattern
arising from the Turing and wave instabilities are stab
while the pure mode patterns are unstable. We refer
mixed-mode patterns either as modulated Turing structu
or as modulated standing waves, based on the domi
mode. When the length of the system is significantly lar
than the wavelength corresponding to the wave instab
(L>6lw), the mixed-mode pattern loses stability, and s
tiotemporal chaos develops.

We have also performed numerical investigations in t
spatial dimensions and we again find mixed-mode patte
~Fig. 4!. Fourier spectra of these patterns suggest the p
ence of two modes with very different wave numbers. Ana
gous mixed-mode patterns were reported in experiments
the chlorite-iodide-malonic acid~CIMA ! reaction.26 Al-
though the authors suggest that the different modes in t
experiments reside on different parallel planes in a thr
dimensional medium, our study reveals that similar mixe
mode patterns can arise in a single plane in a tw
dimensional system when Turing and wave instabilit
interact. In contrast to the one-dimensional solutions, wh
for this set of parameters the mixed-mode pattern is sta
the modulation occurs in two dimensions only as a trans
process. Even though this pattern can persist for many o
lation periods, the system always evolves into either hexa
nal Turing structures or standing or traveling waves. Thu
appears that near the Turing-wave codimension-two bifu
tion point the pure modes have a larger domain of stability
systems of higher dimensionality.

IV. EXTENDED OREGONATOR MODEL

To see how the generic features of pattern format
arising from the interactions between Turing and wave ins
bilities might display themselves in a more realistic model
an oscillatory chemical reaction, we also analyzed the
egonator model24,25 of the BZ reaction, appending an add
tional reversible transition between the activator and its
reactive form in the same fashion as in the extend
Brusselator model,
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A1Y→
k3

X1P, ~6!

X1Y→
k2

2P, ~7!

A1X→
k5

2X12Z, ~8!

2X→
k4

A1P, ~9!

B1Z→
kc

1
2 f Y, ~10!

X→
ka

R, ~11!

R→
kb

X, ~12!

where A5@HBrO3
2#, B5malonic acid, P5HOBr, X

5@HBrO2#, Y5@Br2#, Z5oxidized form of catalyst, andR
is the unreactive form ofX. From the scheme~6!–~12!, and
using a quasisteady-state approximation forY, a three-
variable reaction-diffusion model is obtained,

]x

]t
5Dx ¹2x1

1

e S x2x22 f z
x2q

x1q
2~cx2dr ! D , ~13!

FIG. 4. A transient mixed-mode pattern with standing and traveling wa
and Turing structures in a two-dimensional Brusselator system with z
flux boundary conditions. Parameters: (a,b)5(1.00,2.96), size of system
40340. ~a! Snapshot att570, inset shows Fourier spectrum with two cha
acteristic frequencies. Short wavelength, represented by a large white c
corresponds to Turing structures (lT50.96 space unit!; longer wavelength,
represented by a small white circle, corresponds to traveling and/or stan
waves (lw58.06 space unit!. ~b! Pattern evolution from random initial con
ditions along the middle horizontal line.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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]z

]t
5Dz ¹2z1x2z, ~14!

]r

]t
5Dr ¹2r 1

1

e1
~cx2dr !, ~15!

where variablesx, z, r are the nondimensionalized conce
trations of speciesX, Z, R, respectively, and parameterse,
e1 , q, c, d are rescaled kinetic parameters.

Linear stability analysis is also applied to the extend
Oregonator model. The steady-state solution is atxss5zss

5(12q2 f 1A122 f 12q1 f 216 f q1q2)/2, and r ss

5xssc/d. Figure 5 shows a bifurcation diagram with th
Hopf, Turing and wave bifurcation lines. This diagram
similar to that shown in Fig. 1 for the extended Brussela
model.

One-dimensional solutions of this extended Oregona
model reveal pattern formation analogous to that obtai
for the extended Brusselator model. Turing structures
stable in the pure Turing instability domain III, and standi
waves are stable in the pure wave instability domain II.
domain IV the Turing and wave instabilities coexist. T
interaction or competition between them results in format
of mixed-mode patterns. When the parameters of the sys

FIG. 5. Bifurcation diagram for the extended Oregonator model~13!–~15!.
Three bifurcation lines separate the parameter space into six domain~a!
with dispersion relations shown in~b!. Parameters (Dx ,Dz ,Dr)
5(0.025,0.12,0.8), c50.2, d51, e152, and q50.009, (e, f )
5(0.355,0.945)~I!; ~0.350,0.945! ~II !; ~0.360,0.958! ~III !; ~0.355,0.955!
~IV !; ~0.343,0.940! ~V!; and ~0.345,0.950! ~VI !. Solid line: real part of the
most positive eigenvalue; dashed line: imaginary part of the complex pa
eigenvalues.
Downloaded 02 Oct 2002 to 129.64.99.133. Redistribution subject to A
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are selected close to the codimension-two Turing-wa
point, stable spatially resonant mixed-mode patterns m
form. As in the extended Brusselator model, these reson
patterns are only stable in a one-dimensional~1-D! system
@Fig. 6~a!; cf. Fig. 3~b!#. We did not obtain resonant pattern
in two dimensions. The 2-D mixed-mode patterns@Fig. 6~b!#
only appear as transients, and they usually transform
Turing structures or traveling waves.

In domain VI, all three instabilities coexist, and the pa
tern formation in this domain is more complex. Turing stru
tures and traveling waves~primarily spiral waves! represent
two types of patterns that may arise in this domain. T
combination of these patterns leads to the formation of in
esting mixed-mode patterns. The calculations presente
Fig. 7 were started from the steady state with a small rand
initial perturbation. The Turing mode quickly grows, and d
pending on the parameterf, hexagonal spots@Fig. 7~a!#, laby-
rinthine stripes@Fig. 7~b!#, or honeycomb spots@Fig. 7~c!#
develop. However, the Turing structures do not occupy
entire medium, and there are several ‘‘holes’’ without Turi
structures, which display oscillation due to the Hopf instab
ity. A similar pattern of Turing structures with ‘‘Hopf holes
has been observed experimentally in the CIMA reaction26

During the pattern evolution, the ‘‘Hopf holes’’ becom
larger, and phase waves appear within them. The ph
waves grow and develop curvature, typically evolving in
spiral or target waves, which gradually spread into the a
occupied originally by the Turing structures@the last frames

of

FIG. 6. Pattern formation near the codimension-2 Turing-wave point in
extended Oregonator model. Parameters are as in Fig. 5~b!, IV. ~a! 1-D
modulated standing waves.~b! 2-D transient mixed-mode patterns.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 7. The formation of antispiral
waves and antitarget patterns from
Turing structures in the domain of co
existing Turing, Hopf, and wave insta
bilities. Numerical solutions of the ex-
tended Oregonator model~13!–~15!.
Size: 64364. Parameters:e50.32,
other parameters~exceptf ! as in Fig.
5. Transient Turing structures contai
~a! hexagonal spots (f 51.1), snap-
shots att5120, 200, 340, 3000 time
units; ~b! labyrinthine stripes (f
51.0), snapshots att5160, 280, 380,
1100 time units; and~c! honeycomb
spots (f 50.95), snapshots att5120,
300, 460, 6180 time units.
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of Figs. 7~a!–7~c!#. Eventually, only several isolated Turin
spots remain as the tips of spirals. The spiral interaction
long-term process due to this ‘‘pinning effect.’’ These pinn
spirals @the last frames of Figs. 7~a!–7~c!# in the extended
Oregonator model are analogous to the 1-D results for
extended Brusselator model presented in Fig. 3~c!.

The traveling waves shown in Fig. 7 are inwardly prop
gating~IP! waves, which move toward the target center~an-
titargets! or toward the tips of spirals~antispirals!. Both an-
titarget and antispiral waves have been observed in the
AOT system.22 Although the spontaneous formation of I
waves can occur in domain VI, where the Hopf, Turing, a
wave instabilities coexist, the Turing and Hopf instabiliti
are not necessary conditions for IP waves to occur. The w
instability and negative group velocity@dv/dk,0; see the
dispersion curves in Fig. 5~b!# suffice to generate IP waves
We illustrate this point in Fig. 8, where we show the spo
taneous formation of antispiral and antitarget patterns in
pure wave instability domain@see Fig. 5~b!~II !#, for a nega-
tive group velocity,vg520.025 at wave numberk50.575.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this study we focus on pattern formation arising fro
the interaction between Turing and wave instabilities. T
Turing instability appears when the inhibitor diffuses fas
than the activator; the wave instability requires that the
reactive form of the activator diffuse even faster than
inhibitor in our three-variable models.

Two different models, the Brusselator and the Orego
tor, are explored in this study. The former includes a cu
autocatalytic term, the latter does not. Even though they h
very different kinetics~and thus the shapes of their nullcline
differ!, they produce very similar results. In the vicinity o
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the codimension-2 Turing-wave bifurcation point, mixe
mode patterns are stable in 1-D systems when spatial r
nance occurs. Spatial resonance is essential for the stab
of these mixed-mode patterns. Far from the codimensio
point, patterns consisting of combinations of Turing stru
tures and traveling waves arise as dense ‘‘pinned’’ spir
Antispirals arise in both models when the group velocity
negative.

The patterns reported here may arise in any system w

FIG. 8. Spontaneous formation of antispiral and antitarget waves with n
tive group velocity in the domain of pure wave instability. An extend
Oregonator model with parameters: (e, f )5(0.325,0.910); all other param
eters as in Fig. 5. A small random perturbation is applied att50. A snapshot
is taken att5100 000 time units. There are one four-arm and one one-
antispiral and one antitarget pattern. Arrows indicate the directions of w
propagation.
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7265J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 117, No. 15, 15 October 2002 Interaction between Turing and wave instabilities
coexisting Turing and wave modes. The introduction of
unreactive, rapidly diffusing form of an autocatalytic spec
is one way to achieve this in a reaction-diffusion syst
subject to Turing instability. Such conditions may occur
chemical systems~e.g., in microemulsions22! or, more sig-
nificantly, in biological cells, where the existence of a m
tiphase environment, molecules with a wide range of m
lecular weights, and the possibility of one- and two- as w
as three-dimensional diffusion make this sort of behav
feasible.
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